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ABSTRACT
A common and important feature of many safety critical interactive devices is number entry. In hospitals, number entry takes the form of setting drug parameters such as doses, volumes, etc. There are several ways a number entry interface can be designed - with different consequences for error and speed. Nurses and healthcare practitioners usually have to interact with different interfaces often under pressure and stress of taking care of patients with different health conditions. Error rates in practice are low, undetected error rates are even lower and obtaining the context in which the errors occur is often incredibly difficult due to poor logging systems in many medical devices and high cost of planning and conducting empirical studies. Laboratory based studies also suffer similar limitations in that, without interventions, error rates are also too low to study. This paper explores the benefits of using a gaming context to study safety critical systems. We argue that a game paradigm provides a way that overcomes many of the problems of studying low error rates in safety critical systems and specifically for number entry in medical contexts.
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INTRODUCTION
Safety critical interaction design prioritises safety requirements in the design process. Human error in the use of safety critical systems is an important factor to take into account with respect to requirements. Good interface and interaction design is critical with respect to the extent to which human error occurs. Meeting these safety requirements requires a good understanding of the scope of potential human error in the use of systems being designed and subsequently improving the design to encourage error detection and better error management.

The design of medical devices has a direct impact on patient safety. According to the NPSA (National Patient Safety Agency) [17], each hospital in England and Wales administers about 7000 medicine doses each day. Intravenous medications are essential for hospitalised patients and the treatment of specific diseases typically requires a mixture of multiple intravenous medications to be administered simultaneously [12]. As a result, a significant portion of drug deliveries are administered intravenously and due to the greater complexity involved in preparing, administering and monitoring intravenous drug deliveries, they pose a higher risk to patient safety in comparison to oral delivery [24, 25, 21, 11].

We are specifically concerned with medical device applications such as those used in infusion therapy. Setting up an infusion pump correctly involves entering numbers corresponding to the drug dose, rate, volume to be infused (VTBI) or time. Number entry interfaces can be designed in a number of different ways and two interfaces with exactly the same user interface elements can be implemented to work very differently such executing the same sequence of user actions on both interfaces produces completely different results [5]. It is therefore extremely important that HCI studies are conducted to ensure the consequences of different interface designs and features with respect to human error is understood. However, error rates in actual use of systems are generally extremely low. For example, Vicente et al. [23] estimated the rate of errors related to number entry tasks, such as those arising from programming infusion devices to be in the range of 1 in 33,000 to 1 in 338,800 for an example device. This makes it difficult to conduct traditional lab based experiments to study human error in a way that gives significant results within a realistic time frame. Given the potential severity of the consequences when they do occur, even extremely low error rates in safety critical systems should be addressed where possible.

Furthermore studying such errors in context as opposed to
in the lab can be both difficult and expensive. Errors that are reported are often the result of active failures that emerge at the sharp end of Reasons swiss cheese model [20] rather than the underlying causes of those failures. Consequently, it is more difficult to ask questions or reason about the latent errors that occur in a safety critical system.

These issues are particularly pertinent in our work studying the extent to which different kinds of number entry interfaces support the prevention of human error. The adoption of a gaming paradigm from a citizen science context may provide a way to overcome these problems. Video games are particularly valued for their richness and complexity as well as the possibility to customise game play to fulfil a scientific research requirement [4]. A gaming context can offer a more engaging setting where the player is motivated to achieve a goal.

Games have been used as research tools for a variety of purposes e.g. using Space Fortress to investigate skill acquisition [9]; examining post-completion errors [3, 1]; considering gender differences in virtual and real worlds [7] and comparing forms of interaction [2, 16]. The more recent trend towards crowdsourcing as a way to create and collate scientific data (e.g., iSpot [6]) and “games with a scientific purpose” such as Foldit [10], indicate how video games can be used an effective way to recruit large numbers of people and engage them in scientific problems. Foldit is a multiplayer online game where players manipulate protein structures represented as visual puzzles in order to unlock the secrets of protein folding (see [13], for a comparison of the algorithms produced by Foldit players and scientists).

Using games as a research tool therefore has the benefits of being able to reach a wider user base thus increasing the probability of user error occurrence. We argue that such a gaming context in particular has potential to provide a paradigm for investigating the kinds of number entry errors that can occur when using a medical device.

Number Entry Interfaces
Number entry is an essential process of many interactive systems requiring users to specify numeric values required by an application. The application then uses this value to fulfil a higher level goal the user intends to achieve. The accuracy of this process (number entry) is particularly essential in the design of safety critical systems since the consequences of error could be really high. For example, out by 10 (or tenfold) errors have been well reported in literature and have been regarded as a serious risk to patient safety [14, 8].

Unlike text entry, the numeric values specified in a number entry interface have limited scope for error correction. Whereas in text entry, there is a set alphabet whose elements are concatenated according to rules of a specific language to form valid words in that language, numeric quantities specified as numbers usually have a specific meaning and are valid in most combinations. Occasionally, syntax errors do occur in number entry and those can be blocked and alerted to the user [22]. The next sections describe the initial design of a game intended to fill this role.

DESIGN OF GAME
The design of this game adheres to the four defining traits of a game defined by McConigal [15], i.e., the game has a clear goal, rules, feedback system and voluntary participation. Our game is a simulation based game where the player assumes the role of a nurse on a busy ward whose primary goal is to save all the virtual patients encountered in the game.
pump is set up by entering the correct rate and volume required by the patient for an infusion. The required settings are displayed in an instruction for each virtual patient.

Human experiments sometimes use a microworld to simulate aspects of a real task. Here we introduce specific gaming elements such as points, high scores, levels and a progress bar that shows how much time is left to enter the required settings. These elements make it a game rather than just a task and they increase the possibility that players enjoy the process of playing. This of course changes the intrinsic aim - in a microworld it would be to actually save patients whereas in the gaming context it is score higher points and move up the levels.

The game is designed to explore the effect of task and interface style on performance (both speed and accuracy). Two forms of number entry tasks are present in the game. At the beginning of each level, the player will need to enter new values into the pump. This implies changing the pump parameters from zero to the requested value. If more than one setting is required by the same virtual patient within a level, then entry of that setting requires changing the pump parameters from a non-zero number to the requested value.

The player progresses through different levels up to level 14. As the game level increases, the game complexity also increases. The complexity of the game is defined by the following parameters. The first is the type of interface used. We ranked the complexity of the interfaces based on GOMS estimates on task completion times and the relative speed ranking for number entry interfaces presented in [18]. Another complexity factor is the number of patients on the virtual ward. This starts from one virtual patient to a maximum of four virtual patients. We also vary the number of different interfaces on the ward for levels with more than one virtual patient.

The infusion pump used in the game is minimalist, containing a display, 3 fixed soft buttons for context sensitive menus and a number entry interface. There are four different number entry interfaces used in the game as shown in Figure 1. Each interface works differently and each is in use on commercial medical devices around the world. The different variations of number entry interfaces allow for corresponding different styles of infusion pumps.

The game has two main views: an overview and a focused view. The overview shows all the virtual patients being managed by the player. This view contains information such as the health level of each patient, the instruction about the settings (i.e., rate and volume) required for the patients infusion. The number of patients starts at one and increases to a maximum of four as the player progresses through the levels of the game. The other view is a focused view where players may interact with the pump corresponding to the patient they intend to attend to. If nothing is done while in the overview mode, the health levels of all patients who have not yet received a correct dose progressively deplete. When in the focused view mode, only the health of the patient in focus progressively depletes. All patients out of view remain stable until they are in focus. A patients health improves when they have received the correct dose displayed in the instruction through their infusion pump. The game is over when all patients health have been completely depleted.
In an attempt to promote accuracy and speed, players score points for all correct entries and are rewarded with extra points that are proportional to how quickly they enter the numbers.

The game can be accessed at http://is.gd/stpdemo.

DISCUSSION

The problem of studying low frequency errors, particularly in safety critical contexts could be addressed by using a gaming context to run experiments on a number of participants several order of magnitudes larger than would typically be recruited for lab studies. This brings about a number of advantages and disadvantages as we discuss below.

There can be no control over the context in which the game is played and as a result, it might be difficult to ascertain the factors that affect the results obtained. Very little of these variables e.g., anonymous information about the users device, can be measured and these need to be taken into account during analyses of the results.

Due to the gaming nature of the study, it is possible that the results may only apply to the playful context of the game which may be different to a work context. We will argue that the objective of the study, i.e., to understand the performance of several number entry interfaces, is unlikely to be affected by the underlying goal of the user. We believe the details of the motivation for performing a task as ubiquitous as number entry is unlikely to affect how people enter numbers in reality.

On the other hand, due to the potential increase in number of participants, the statistical power of the experiment increases meaning that the effects of variables in the design of the experiment are more likely to be found if there are any. The potential diversity in the sample of participants taking part in the experiment also means that results obtained would be more generalisable than those from a typical lab experiment.

If the game is well designed and thus engaging, then experimental participants may essentially forget they are taking part in a study. Consequently, they may behave more naturally and so make the results more natural. In contexts with low error rates such as that which we are studying, obstacles that aim to increase the error rate may be more naturally placed in a gaming context. These include placing very tight time constraints on higher levels of the game, increasing the numbers of patients that need attention or increasing the number of different interfaces used to enter numbers at any single level as we have done in the design of our game.

The aim of the number entry game is to understand the various performance differences (both speed and accuracy) between different number entry interfaces and explore the space of possible errors given different styles of interfaces. User actions when entering the settings of the infusion pumps will be logged during the game. All data logged will be anonymous and stored securely for the duration of the project. Data from this game will be collected over the next 6 months and analysed to provide insights into minimising errors and optimising speed for number entry interfaces in a safety critical context.

To increase the number of players of the game and the chances of players returning to play the game, we have introduced a social aspect to the game which allows players share their highscores on social media websites such as facebook and twitter.

Specifying numbers correctly is a safety critical task that requires precision and very often speed. The advent of computing and different forms of interactive devices have brought about a diverse variety of ways for specifying numbers to interactive systems. In practice, number entry errors rates are very low usually between 1-5% [19], hence studying them requires a more aggressive experimental design to provoke errors or larger scale experiment than what is currently found in typical user studies. We have proposed the use of games to attract a large user base and we presented an example of a game designed for this purpose.
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